
LearnKey Online Expert- Adobe Premiere Pro CC  Name- KEY 
         

Session 2- Fill-in-the-Blanks 

Instructions: While watching Session 2, fill in the missing words according to the information presented by 
the instructor. [References are found in the brackets.] 

2H: Create Adjustment Layer- 15:51 

 
55. If you have a lot of ACTION in a clip you may want to change the speed. [Change the Speed of a 

Clip] 

56.  You can use the Rate Stretch TOOL (click and hold on the Ripple Edit tool to get to the Rate Stretch 

tool), to lengthen a clip in your Timeline and “slow motion” it, or shorten it, and “speed it up…” OR you can 

Right Click or CONTROL Click (on a Mac), on the clip and set the speed change via “percentage” in the Clip 

Speed/Duration Window. [Change the Speed of a Clip] 

 

57. Premiere Pro uses Interpolation to RENDER clips when speed changes have been made. (This fills in 

“missing” frames since we usually only film at 30 frames per second.) [Interpolation] 

 

58. Still ANOTHER way to change the rate, or speed, of a clip is Time Remapping, (found in the Effect 

Controls Panel.) Time Remapping does NOT change the AUDIO clip in a timeline. [Vary Speed of a Clip] 

 

59. You can also change the speed of only parts of a clip in the Time Remapping panel by setting 

keyframes and adjusting the speed BETWEEN the keyframes. If you SPLIT a keyframe in half, you can then 

gradually adjust the speed on a slope, this is called RAMPING the speed. [Vary Speed of a Clip] 

 

60.  There are several ways to create a freeze frame, or still frame in Premiere Pro on your Timeline. 

One of the easy ways to do this is to use the EXPORT Frame (Shift+E) button in your Program Monitor. 

(This button looks like a still camera.) [Still Frame] 

 

61.  Footage from daily shoots are called Dailies… they are also called RUSHES because they used to be 

“rushed” to the house where they were developed, and then be sent to the editor. [Editing Terms] 

 

62. The “order” of editing steps goes as follows; Assembly Cut, Rough Cut, First Cut, Director’s Cut, 

Final Cut, and finally PICTURE LOCK. [Editing Terms] 


